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Introduction 

 
The Ordunte mountain range has a moderate altitude which, in W-E direction, lies in the 
administrative territories of Biscay, Burgos and Cantabria, in the north of the Iberian 
Peninsula. On a bio-geographical scale, Ordunte is located between the Cantabrian 
Range and the Basque Mountains, highlighting its role as a connector between these 
important mountain massifs. Rare and vulnerable habitats, such as the cover peat bogs 
and a complex of marshes-sphagnum peat bogs, endows Ordunte with great value for 
regional biodiversity. Notwithstanding, the range has been exploited for centuries, 
especially for grazing and extraction of forestry resources. For this reason, a very large 
portion of the peak areas in Ordunte are covered by pasture habitats, and a good part of 
the hillsides are covered by commercial forestry plantations, replacing the pre-existing 
semi-natural forests.  
 
Ordunte has natural heritage elements that made it worthy of inclusion in the Natura 
2000 network (ES2130002, 3,869 ha). In turn, this space has been transformed and 
managed, within a wholly rural social and natural context, where economic activities 
and operations benefiting the local population take place. Thus, actions to improve the 
state of conservation of habitats and species of community interest must bear the socio-
economic setting where they are carried out in mind.     
  
In order to comply with obligations stemming from Ordunte's inclusion in the Natura 
2000 network, the Provincial Council of Biscay and the Hazi Foundation presented the 
project "Sustainable Ordunte," within the LIFE programme, the European Commission's 
financial instrument that supports specific actions for nature conservation. In 2012, the 
Commission approved this initiative, whose general aim was to restore and maintain the 
favourable state of conservation of habitats and species of community interest in the 
Ordunte mountain range, all while making an attempt to make this compatible with 
sustainable use of its resources. 
 
With a 2.5-million-euro budget, 50% funded by the European Commission and the 
Provincial Council of Biscay, LIFE+ Sustainable Ordunte enjoyed the support and 
collaboration of local and regional institutions.  From 2012-2017, actions were 
conducted that were oriented toward restoring a singularly valuable habitat, such as the 
Zalama peat bog, recovering terrain for semi-natural forests based on commercial 
forestry plantations, establishing guidelines for livestock handling, to conjointly attain 
sustainable pasture use, and protecting valuable habitats immersed in the pasture 
network, fomenting orderly public use, and lastly, encouraging the population's 
identification with the natural space and its conservation.  
 
 
 
 
 

 

ELEMENTS OF CONSERVATION 

Coordinating beneficiary: Diputación Foral de Bizkaia (Provincial 
Council of Biscay) 
Associate beneficiary: Hazi Foundation 
Supporting entities: Karrantza Town Hall, Basque Government 
Duration: 01/09/2012 to 31/12/2017 
Budget: 2,518,863 € 
European co-funding: 1,259,431 € (50%) 
Website: www.bizkaia.eus/lifeorduntesostenible 
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CONSERVATION OBJECTIVES 

- Zalama ground cover peat bog 

- Salduero marshes and sphagnum peat bogs 

- Semi-natural forests (beech, Pyrenean oak and alder) 

- Trichomanes speciosum and Woodwardia radicans fern 

 

MAIN ACHIEVEMENTS 

- Mitigation of the erosion process and loss of peat in the Zalama blanket bog. 

- Reduction in livestock pressure on Salduero marshes. 

- Restoration of 206 ha with native trees (beech and mixed forests), and commitment to 
maintain them as areas of conservation. 

- Structural improvement of 51 ha of Pyrenean oak. 

- Mapping and characterising the Woodwardia radicans and Trichomanes speciosum 
populations. 

- Collaborations and exchanges with conservationist institutions and projects: 
University of Nottingham Trent, BirdLife International, Europarc, the Government of 

Cantabria, the Council of Castilla y León, LIFE+ Tremedal LIFE+ Miera, LIFE+ Coast 
Benefit, LIFE+ Making Good Natura, LIFE+ Econnect, LIFE+ Viva Grass and LIFE 

RedBosques.  

- Increased technical and scientific knowledge of cover peat bogs: start-up and 
monitoring of indicators at Zalama, and monographic publication on peat bogs. 

- Raising awareness and public recognition: interpretive pathway, video and educational 
resources, didactic unit for schoolchildren, merchandising, Natura 2000 day and 

campaigns at fairs, children's workshops, nature outings, contests and talks.  

 

After LIFE+ Sustainable Ordunte was over, the huge majority of quantitative operative 
objectives set forth in the candidacy had been achieved. From a more strategic point of 
view, the list of indicators designed to assess progress of the state of conservation of the 
habitats shows effects in the desired direction (functional recovery, plant recolonization, 
deterioration reduction, growth and survival of trees) in the majority of cases. However, 
LIFE+ Sustainable Ordunte seeks to reverse ecological processes and improve the 
resilience of ecosystems, so success can only be verified mid or long-term, beyond the 
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scope of the project's life cycle. The conservation objectives of Natura 2000 space 
remain in force, and the possibility of transferring knowledge to other geographical 
settings is one of the resulting assets for the future. This after-LIFE plan is a document 
by means of which the Provincial Council of Biscay and the Hazi Foundation undertake 
the commitment to consolidate results, continue to monitor processes to evaluate them, 
and replicate, to the extent possible, the most beneficial actions in terms of 
conservation.  
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State of achievement upon completion of LIFE+ 
 
The following table provides a summary of the results obtained from each one of the 
actions executed under LIFE+ Sustainable Ordunte, as well as an estimate of the degree 
of compliance with the operative objectives.  
 

Action Degree of 
achievem
ent (%) 

Result/product 

Preparatory 
A.1 Planning livestock 
management measures at 
Salduero-Pozonegro 

100 Planning document agreed upon with the Administration 
and the sector.  

A.2 Distribution and 
characterisation of 
Woodwardia radicans and 
Trichomanes speciosum 
populations. 

100 Population diagnosis and mapping document. 

A.3 Mobile SIG device 
applied to management 
tasks  

100 Four tablet units with applications specifically designed to 
monitor environmental incidents. 

Compensation for use of land 
B.1 Indemnity for 
Karrantza Town Hall for 
lost income in commercial 
Pinus radiata plantations. 

100 Estimated compensation paid out for lost income after 
setting lands aside for conservation, renouncing commercial 
plantations. 

B.1 Indemnity for 
Karrantza Town Hall for 
lost income in commercial 
eucalyptus plantations. 

90 Estimated compensation paid out for last income after 
setting lands aside for conservation, renouncing commercial 
plantations. One tree stand that was planned was left out, 
since it was not on the "public-use mountain." 

Conservation actions 
C.1 Stabilisation of the 
Zalama peat bog perimeter 
zone 

100 Installation of fence to exclude livestock. 

C.2 Covering slopes with 
geo-textile and sowing 
with local seeds in the 
Zalama peat bog 

100 Protection of 2,000 m2 with coconut mesh and annual 
plantation of 300-400 Eriophorum vaginatum, germinated 
in a greenhouse. 

C.3 Installation of 
infrastructures for 
livestock in Salduero 

100 Six troughs, seven scratch points, five salt points, three 
shade zones, a livestock chute. 

C.4 Opening pastures in 
Salduero 

50 Clearing 100 ha of dry heather brush. In the livestock plan, 
it was deemed that this surface area was sufficient to meet 
conservation objectives. 

C.5 Consolidation of a 
vehicles track in Salduero 

100 Reinforcement of the road with slabs and installation of 
signage to prohibit off-road traffic. 

C.6 Restoration of 
acidophilous beech at the 
expense of commercial 
Pinus radiata plantations. 

100 Restoration work on 176 ha, with beech plantation and other 
leafy plants after preparing the land, or promoting natural 
regeneration, reducing pine density or ringing. 

C.7 Restoration of 
acidophilous beech and 
mixed forest at the 

90 Restoration work on 30 ha, with eucalyptus re-growth 
control, preparation of land and planting mixed leafy trees 
(beech, cherry, birch). One tree stand that was planned was 
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Action Degree of 
achievem
ent (%) 

Result/product 

expense of commercial 
eucalyptus plantations 

left out, since it was not on the "public-use mountain." 

C.8 Structural 
improvement of Pyrenean 
oak 

100 Clearings, branch-stub pruning and selection of sprouts in 
51 ha of Pyrenean oak. 

C.9 Restoration of alder in 
gullies 

75 Ringing pine in a 10-m swathe around water basins, and 
planting alder at specific points. The action in the candidacy 
was reformulated, since the habitat previously mapped as 
"alder" had different characteristics. 

Monitoring and evaluation 
D.1 Monitoring of 
conservation action effects 

90 Design of a series of quantitative indicators and thresholds 
associated with each conservation action. In-field data 
collection, pursuant to established protocols. Analytical 
reports on the progress of the functional status 
(hydrological, erosive) and conservation status of the 
Zalama peat bog and Salduero marshes-sphagnum peat bog, 
survival, growth and recruitment on plantations and 
regenerated leafy trees, growth of Pyrenean oak. The 
indicator bearing on action C9 could not be monitored.  

D.2 Evaluation of the 
impact on ecosystem 
services 

100 Analytical report, applying the Toolkit for Ecosystem 
Service Site-Based Assessment methodology. Sharing 
results at thematic events organised by the European 
Commission, Europarc and LIFE platforms. 

Communication 
E.1 Communication plan 100 Planning document. Logotype and image creation. Website 

activation and maintenance. Project triptych (3,400 
distributed). Informational panels (5). Edition of 
documentary video and dissemination online and through 
USB (250). Manufacture and distribution of merchandising 
(notebooks, pencil pouches, visors). Articles (17) in 
regional and national technical and educational magazines 
(Bizkaia Maitea, Bizkaia Naturala, Sustrai, Quercus, 
Boletín Europarc). Press releases (4) and conferences (3). 
Informational stand at local and agricultural-livestock fairs 
(9). Annual organisation of Natura 2000 day (3) and 
Environment Day (1). Children's workshops (3). Guided 
outings (8). Photography contests (3). 

E.2 Educational unit 100 Publication and distribution to all educational centres in 
Biscay (300). Organisation of contest to promote their use. 

E.3 Interpretive pathway 100 Design, equipment and beaconing of the "Guarda pathway" 
(30 km). Publication of interpretive brochure in four 
languages. 

E.4 Educational talks 100 Giving talks (9). 
E.5 Exhibitions 100 Preparation of two photography exhibitions on Ordunte and 

LIFE+ actions. Eight exhibitions in halls. 
E.6 Good practises 
workshops with livestock 
operators 

100 Three sessions and several field visits. 

E.7 Monograph on peat 
bog conservation 

100 Publication of book in three languages, with chapters 
written by specialists. Can be downloaded from website. 

E.8 Technical 
capitalisation workshops 

100 Held in Bilbao in December 2017. 
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Action Degree of 
achievem
ent (%) 

Result/product 

Coordination  
F.1 Technical project 
management and 
coordination between 
partners 

100 Regular meetings held to share progress of actions and 
potential decisions on corrective measures. 

F.2 Administrative and 
financial monitoring 

100 Exchange of accounting information to regularise and 
establish the project's financial status. 

F.3 Networking on the 
conservation of peat bog 
habitats 

100 Active collaboration and exchanges with other LIFES 
(Tremedal, Miera, Moors for the Future, Econnect). 
Collaboration agreement with the University of Nottingham 
Trent and completion of shared tasks. Sharing conservation 
actions with the Government of Cantabria.  

F.4 Networking on forest 
habitat conservation in 
Natura 2000 

100 Technical visits to the provincial councils of Biscay and 
Alava. Active collaboration and exchanges with other 
LIFEs (RedBosques, Coast Benefit). Thematic workshops 
(May 2017). 

F.5 External audit 100 Audit report. 
F.6 After-LIFE plan 100 This document. 
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Strengths-weakness-opportunities-threats analysis (SWOT) 

 
The SWOT technique helps us to reflect on project achievements, and difficulties in 
reaching objectives. It allows us to identify priorities and needs, so we can guarantee 
that conservation results are reinforced or amplified long-term. 
 
Weaknesses 

• The effects of LIFE+ Sustainable Ordunte must be evaluated more long-term, 
since processes to repair damaged ecosystems are slow. We must verify that the 
trends observed short-term remain over time. 

• Conservation actions aiming to protect marshes-sphagnum peat bogs have 
shown uncertain or insufficient progress. 

 
Threats 

• Low public budget available to invest in conservation and monitoring ecological 
processes, and variability in political priorities. 

• Very diverse perspectives and lack of coordination between administrations and 
sectorial agents.  

• Persistence of social practises and uses not in line with conservation 
requirements: burns to clear brush, and off-road traffic. 

• Pressure from forestry and livestock markets for greater intensification. E.g., 
promotion of eucalyptus plantations, increased livestock load with supplements, 
use of heavier breeds, reduction of pasture downtime period.  

 
Strengths 

• Progressive recognition of the natural, heritage and symbolic value of the 
Ordunte mountain range for the local population. Particularly, recognition of the 
Zalama blanket bog as an element of huge ecological value. 

• Acquisition of basic data on functional and ecological monitoring of the Zalama 
peat bog.   

• Carrying out technical-scientific collaborations arising from LIFE+, particularly 
with the University of Nottingham Trent and with the Government of Cantabria. 

• Reinforcement of the Armañón-Ordunte information centre's activity, which 
guarantees the continuity and use of interpretive and didactic resources created. 

 
Opportunities 

• Implementation of LIFE+ Oreka Mendian and POCTEFA Green, with actions to 
conserve pasture habitats, to intensify awareness-raising work with the livestock 
industry, and to share good practises in protected natural spaces.  

• Roll-out of the Management Plan for the Special Zone for Conservation in 
Natura 265/2015 (Decree 265/2015) and obligations to maintain and improve 
the state of conservation of habitats and species. 

• Maintaining conservation tasks associated with the management plan for 
Eriophorum vaginatum (Provincial Decree 114/2006). 

• Maintaining the forestry management assigned to the Provincial Council of 
Biscay, under the framework of public-use mountains. 
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Objectives of the after-LIFE conservation plan 
 

1. Guarantee that the results obtained by executing LIFE+ Sustainable Ordunte will 
be reinforced and maintained over time. 

2. Identify lines of work and actions to be carried out by partners over the 
upcoming five years, that are aligned with LIFE+'s objectives and with the 
Special Zone for Conservation Management Plan. 

3. Maintain and increase functional monitoring of the Zalama blanket bog. 
4. Evaluate the effects of ecological restoration actions conducted under LIFE+ 

mid and long-term.  
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Thematic lines of work 
 
Below, a description of the commitments undertaken by LIFE+ Sustainable Ordunte 
partners to consolidate achievement of the aforementioned objectives. A description of 
the programme or line of work is provided, the LIFE+ action whose results are being 
consolidated, increased or verified, and the beneficiary responsible for implementation.  
 
Zalama blanket bog 
 

- Analysis of the possibility of amplifying the exclusion fence. The purpose 
is to encompass the entire mapped surface under LIFE+ Sustainable 
Ordunte, with a peat thickness greater than 40 cm. 
Action C1.  
Responsible party: Provincial Council of Biscay. 
 

- Reinforcement of runoff reduction measures (mini dams), to encourage 
sphagnum colonisation. 
Action C2. 
Responsible party: Provincial Council of Biscay. 

   
- Reintroduction of Eriophorum vaginatum, E. angustifolium and 

Sphagnus spp. On covered slopes and moist areas in the restored sector. 
Action C2. 
Responsible party: Provincial Council of Biscay. 
 

- Monitoring and evaluation of peat stabilisation. Detailed monitoring of 
the rates and erosive processes, by means of land scanner laser, both in 
the fenced and in the peripheral area. 
Action D1. 
Responsible party: Provincial Council of Biscay. 
 

- Monitoring changes in vegetation. Detailed monitoring of the flora cover 
and composition, both in the restored sector with geo-textile covering, 
and in the less-degraded area. Classic botany inventory techniques will 
be combined with multi-spectral aerial photos and analytical 
classification. 
Action D1. 
Responsible party: Provincial Council of Biscay. 
 

- Monitoring of phreatic level. Detailed monitoring of the water behaviour 
in the two sectors (restored and natural), maintaining the organisational 
discharge protocol and data archive from sensors applied in LIFE+ 
Sustainable Ordunte. The suitability of increasing the sensor network 
shall be studied.  
Action D1. 
Responsible party: Provincial Council of Biscay. 
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- Additional studies: impact of herbivory on the vegetation's composition 
and dynamic. Theoretical analysis, current effect of wild ungulates (deer) 
and management recommendations.  
Action D1. 
Responsible party: Provincial Council of Biscay. 

 
Salduero transition mires 

 
- Evaluation of flexible-handling enclosures to protect the most exposed 

mires. It is advisable to test this measure's effectiveness, and the 
vegetation's recovery rate. 
Action C3-C4. 
Responsible party: Provincial Council of Biscay. 
 

- Continuation of the state-of-conservation monitoring system. With the 
same work protocols to guarantee compatibility with the series of data 
collected with LIFE+ Sustainable Ordunte. 
Action D1. 
Responsible party: Hazi Fundazioa. 
 

- Monitoring the livestock activity and presence in Salduero through GPS 
emitters. In order to assess the pressure placed on the marshes-sphagnum 
peat bots and other sensitive habitats, applying different methodologies 
that are also complementary to those used in LIFE+. 
Action D1. 
Responsible parties: Provincial Council of Biscay and Hazi Fundazioa. 

 
- Going further in depth with the work on collaboration, sharing "good 

practises" and raising awareness undertaken with livestock operators 
(workshops and field visits).  
Action E6.  
Responsible party: Hazi Fundazioa. 

  
Forests and forestry plantations  

 
- Continuation of the system to monitor forestry ecosystem evolution 

indicators in restored areas (plantations and natural regeneration). With 
the same work protocols to guarantee compatibility with the series of 
data collected with LIFE+ Sustainable Ordunte. 
Action D1. 
Responsible party: Provincial Council of Biscay. 
 

- Drawing up a technical proposal to improve the abilities of Karrantza 
public-use mountains to house biodiversity with Pinus radiata 
plantations. Based on the increased volume of deadwood, opening up 
micro-clearings and reducing stump density.  
Action D1. 
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Responsible party: Provincial Council of Biscay. 
 

Communication and dissemination 
 

- Dissemination of the methodology to assess ecosystem services at project 
scale, at events or at the request of other agents (e.g., LIFE projects).  
Action D2. 
Responsible party: Hazi Fundazioa. 
 

- Study on the socioeconomic impact of protected natural spaces on 
Karrantza's population. 
Action D2. 
Responsible party: Provincial Council of Biscay. 
 

- Periodical maintenance of the webpage 
www.bizkaia.eus/lifeorduntesostenible. Inclusion of news related to 
execution of after-LIFE work, and other news on management and 
conservation in the Ordunte Special Conservation Zone. 
Action E1. 
Responsible party: Provincial Council of Biscay. 

 
- Continuation of activities revolving around the "Natura 2000” Day" at 

the Armañón-Ordunte nature interpretation centre. Institutionalising this 
event can reinforce the repercussion of communication activities, and 
Natura 2000's positive rating. 
Action E1. 
Responsible party: Provincial Council of Biscay 

 
- Increased visibility and number of activities on Ordunte in the Armañón-

Ordunte nature interpretation centre's annual programme. Using 
educational resources generated by LIFE+ Sustainable Ordunte: 
documentary video, educational unit and interpretive pathway.  
Action E1. 
Responsible party: Provincial Council of Biscay.  

 
Networking 

 
- Keeping the collaboration agreement between the University of 

Nottingham Trent and the Provincial Council of Biscay. Consolidation of 
lines of work and new proposals (e.g., regarding the Salduero mires).  
Action F3. 
Responsible party: Provincial Council of Biscay. 

 
- Participation in forums and networking on management and 

conservation of pasture habitats and natural protected spaces.  
Actions F3 and F4. 
Responsible parties: Provincial Council of Biscay and Hazi Foundation.  
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Summary table and timeline 
 

Action Responsible 
party 

2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 

Amplification of 
the exclusion 
fence 

PCB  X    

Reinforcement 
of measures to 
reduce runoff  

PCB  X    

Reintroduction 
of Eriophorum 
vaginatum, E. 
angustifolium 
and Sphagnus 
spp .  

PCB X X X X X 

Monitoring and 
evaluation of 
peat stabilisation   

PCB X X X   

Monitoring 
changes in 
vegetation   

PCB X X X   

Monitoring of 
phreatic level   

PCB X X X X X 

Analysis of 
impact of 
herbivory on the 
vegetation's 
composition and 
dynamic  

PCB   X   

 
Action Responsible 

party 
2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 

Evaluation of 
flexible-
handling 
enclosures to 
protect the most 
exposed marshes  

PCB  X    

Continuation of 
the state-of-
conservation 
monitoring 
system  

Hazi X X X X  

Monitoring the 
livestock 
activity and 
presence in 
Salduero 
through GPS 
emitters  

PCB and Hazi X X    

Going further in 
depth with the 
work on 

Hazi X X X   
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Action Responsible 
party 

2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 

collaboration, 
sharing "good 
practises" and 
raising 
awareness 
undertaken with 
livestock 
operators 

 
Action Responsible 

party 
2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 

Continuation of the 
system to monitor 
forestry ecosystem 
evolution 
indicators in 
restored areas 

PCB X X X X X 

Drawing up a 
technical proposal 
to improve the 
abilities of 
Karrantza public-
use mountains to 
house biodiversity 
with Pinus radiata 
plantations. 

PCB   X   

 
Action Responsible 

party 
2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 

Dissemination of 
the methodology to 
evaluate 
ecosystemic 
services at project 
scale, at events or 
at the request of 
other agents 

Hazi X X X   

Study on the 
socioeconomic 
impact of protected 
natural spaces on 
Karrantza's 
population  

PCB  X    

Periodical 
maintenance of the 
webpage 
www.bizkaia.eus/li
feorduntesostenible
. 

PCB X X X X X 

Continuing the 
Natura 2000 day at 
the Armañón-

PCB X X X X X 
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Action Responsible 
party 

2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 

Ordunte 
interpretation 
centre 
Increased visibility 
and number of 
activities on 
Ordunte in the 
Armañón-Ordunte 
nature 
interpretation 
centre's annual 
programme  

PCB X X X X X 

 
Action Responsible 

party 
2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 

Keeping the 
collaboration 
agreement between 
the University of 
Nottingham Trent 
and the Provincial 
Council of Biscay  

PCB X X X X X 

Participation in 
forums and work 
groups on 
management and 
conservation of 
pasture habitats and 
natural protected 
spaces  

PCB and Hazi X X X X X 
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Institutional and financial forecasts 

 
The actions planned in this document shall be executed by the two LIFE+ Sustainable 
Ordunte partners. The Provincial Council of Biscay is the public institution responsible 
for managing and conserving the natural environment in Biscay, and has its own human 
resources, whose duties include execution of the works falling under after-LIFE. The 
Provincial Council of Biscay has its own budgetary resources that it may also apply 
when outsourced or specialised assistance is required, particularly for process-
monitoring tasks. Particularly, the Council is responsible for executing the Management 
Plan for the Special Conservation Zone (Decree 265/2015) and the Eriophorum 
vaginatum management plan (Provincial Decree 114/2006), both of which are of 
mandatory compliance. Their objectives and guidelines fall under the tasks worked on 
in this after-LIFE, which specifies lines of work, at least partially, regarding 
conservation objectives for the Natura 2000 space, such as the Zalama peat bog and the 
Salduero marshes-sphagnum peat bogs.  
 
Regarding the Hazi Foundation, this is a public entity focused on services for the 
agrarian sector and rural development, including the integration of environmental 
requirements into the activity. Its continuity is guaranteed by the participation of 
Autonomous Basque Community public administrations in sponsorship, including the 
very Provincial Council of Biscay itself. Notwithstanding, throughout the timeline of 
this after-LIFE, Hazi will be coordinating and participating in two projects co-funded by 
Europe (LIFE+ Oreka Mendian 2017-2021 and POCTEFA Green 2017-2019), which 
include the Ordunte actions included herein, specifically tasks in monitoring ecological 
processes. Thus, it is committed to executing them, and the availability of economic and 
human resources. 
 
Economic costs associated with the actions described in this after-LIFE have been 
estimated, excluding amounts imputable to technical and field staff from the Provincial 
Council of Biscay, its public agro-forestry services company "Basalan," and the 
company hired to manage the Armañón-Ordunte nature interpretation centre. Financial 
needs are approximately 112,000€ for the five-year scenario considered. 
 

Line Responsible party Estimated cost (€) 
Actions regarding the 
Zalama peat bog agreed 
upon with the University of 
Nottingham Trent 

PCB 11,000 

Other actions regarding the 
Zalama peat bog 

PCB 35,000 

Conservation actions at 
Salduero marshes 

PCB 6,000 

Monitoring Salduero marsh 
processes 

Hazi 19,000 

Monitoring forest and 
plantation conservation 
processes and proposals 

PCB 23,000 
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Line Responsible party Estimated cost (€) 
Communication and 
dissemination of 
ecosystemic services 

Hazi 1,000 

Communication and 
dissemination 

PCB 7,000 

Exchanges and work 
groups 

PCB 5,000 

Exchanges and work 
groups 

Hazi 5,000 

 
Regarding other agents whose activity may have an influence on after-LIFE's 
development, it is planned to deepen cooperative relations with the Council of Castilla y 
León and the Government of Cantabria. Both entities are responsible for using and 
conserving the natural environment in the bordering territories, so their decisions may 
condition the achievement of certain objectives. Regarding the Council of Castilla y 
León, one part of the Zalama peat bog is in its territory, so actions must be agreed upon. 
Moreover, part of the livestock that uses the Salduero pastures is registered in Castilla y 
León. The Government of Cantabria is going to implement conservation actions for peat 
bogs, using the work carried out by the Provincial Council of Biscay as a reference, 
while in turn, parameterising variables related to the functionality of Cantabrian peat 
bogs will act as a contrast to evaluate progress in Zalama. 
 
Karrantza town hall, as well as other regional entities, such as the Enkarterrialde Rural 
Development Association, were great support for LIFE+ Sustainable Ordunte, not only 
as owner of the lands, but also in facilitating connections with the local population. 
Although they fit more indirectly within the after-LIFE framework, it would be highly 
advisable to maintain communication and integrate them into communication and 
dissemination actions.    
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